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In this article
the origin and development of the technology of gold powder

in ancient India is described on the basis of the literary evidence cited
in various Sanskrit texts. The applications of gold powder as described

in these texts are also discussed.

Basically two techniques -
mechanical comminution and chemical methods -

were used in Indian antiquity fOr making gold powder.
However, there were many variants of these techniques,

which are described in detail below.
It has been shown that two important applications

of gold powder in ancient India were in medicine and for making
colours for painting.
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G old has attracted mankind since time imme-
morial. Its pleasant colour, resistance to corro-

sion, and ease of forming and joining have made it a
valuable metal widely used for making jewellery. There
are numerous references to gold and gold jewellery in
the ancient Sanskrit texts of India, such as Vedas,
Valmikiya's Ramayana, Mah -abh-arata, etc. In ancient
India, gold was also used in powder form, and written
evidence is available in the ancient Sanskrit texts indi-
cating how it was produced and for what purposes it
was used. These texts are not directly related to metal-
lurgy, but concern sculpture, painting, medicine, etc.,
and indirectly give information on the science and
technology of metals.

The present article describes the techniques used
for the manufacture of gold powder and its application
in various fields, as depicted in ancient Sanskrit texts.
The texts referred to for this purpose are: Mahabharata,
Visnudharmottara, Purana, Mansolläsa, Silparatna,
Caraka Samhith, Sdruta Sarnhitä, Rasaratnasamuccaya,
RasendraCudamani and Rasaprak-aasudhakara. All of
these texts are written in Sanskrit.

A BRIEF

DESCRIPTION

OF THE TEXTS

Mah-abharata [1] is one of the most important epics of
India, and was composed in the fifth or sixth century
B.C. [2]. Caraka Samhith [3] and Sus-rum Sarphita [4]
are amongst the oldest Sanskrit texts on Indian medi-
cine and surgery. Upadhyaya [5] and Sharma [6]. have
discussed the date of composition of these works in
detail. Atreya Punarvasu taught the contents of Caraka
Samhita in the sermons to his disciples. His disciple
Agnivesha composed the book in the fifth century B.C.

Later on Caraka enlarged the condensed portion and
abridged the expanded portion of the text in the second

century B.C. Subsequently, Dradhabala added seven-
teen chapters at the end of the Cikits-thrla section,
making a total of thirty chapters in all. He also added
two new sections, namely Kalpasthana and Sidhisthana.
The date of Dradhabala is believed to be in the fourth
century A.D. Ray [7] places the original work of Caraka
in the pre-Buddhist era. Sdruta Sarphith is a revised
version of an earlier work. The revision was carried out
by Sdruta in the second century B.C. Some authors are
of the opinion that the work was again revised by
enlarging the condensed portion and shortening the
enlarged portion by Nagarjuna in the fifth century A.D.

Some corrections were made to the text by Candrata, in
the tenth century A.D.

Visnudharmottara Purapa [8] is an encyclopaedic. .
work comprising stories, myths and legends, together
with cosmology, geography, astronomy and astrology,
law and politics, techniques of war, anatomy, medi-
cine, manufacture of perfumes, techniques of dance,
vocal and instrumental music, sculpture, painting,
architecture, etc. Hazara [9] has indicated that this
work cannot be dated earlier than A.D. 400 nor later
than A.D. 500. Baler [10] also believes that this work
cannot have been written later than A.D. 500.

Manasolrasa [11], which deals with various topics
relating to the needs of royal families, was composed by
Bhulokamalla in A.D. 1131. The subject matter of this
work includes various types of entertainment, royal
sports, music, astrology, materials for painting,
iconometry, various types of pictures, systems of teach-
ing of princes, science of precious stones, etc. Silfiaratna
[12] is a Sanskrit text on sculpture written by Srikumara.
He appears to have compiled the text from earlier Silpa
and Agama works, with some modifications. The date
of the composition of this text has been assigned to the
latter part of the sixteenth century, A.D.

An independent medicinal science, known as Rasa-
Sastra, which dealt with the use of mercury for making
fine powder of various metals and alloys for medicinal
preparations, came into existence in ancient India.
Rasaratnasamuccaya [13], written by Vagbhata, is an
important work on this subject. There are two opinions
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about the date of composition of this text. According to
the first opinion [14] the text was written in the ninth
century A.D., while the second [15] holds it to be
composed in the thirteenth century A.D. The former
date seems to be more probable. Rasendracudámani
[16] and Rasapraka/sasudhakara [17] are texts on the
same subject composed in the twelfth century A.D.

NATURALLY OCCURRING

GOLD POWDER

There is a reference to naturally occurring gold powder
in Mandbharata. The most interesting feature of these
powders is that they were collected from the natural
environment by ants and were known as "Pipilika" gold
(Pipilika is the Sanskrit word for ants). This type of gold
powder was presented to King Yudhisthira at the time
of the 115j asuya Yana ceremony by various kings
(Figure 1). The relevant Sanskrit text from Mandbhärata

Figure 1:
King Yudhisthira being presented with "Pipilika" gold powder by the kings

from the Khasa, Ektisana, Arha, Pradara, Dirghavenu, Pdrada, Pulinda, Tangana and
Paratangana peoples at the time of the Rajasuya Yana Ceremony
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Figure 2:
Sanskrit text from the Mahabharata referring to

"Pipilika" gold powder

(Sabha, 52.2-4) is shown in Figure 2; the meaning of
which is as follows:

"The kings of the Khasa, Ekasana, Arha,
Pradara, Dirghavenu, Parada, Pulinda, Tan-
gana and Paratangarp peoples, who reside
beneath the pleasing shadow of bamboo trees
making a sound like that of Venu, due to air
filled up in the pores of bamboo, situated on
the banks of the Sailoda river flowing between
the Meru and Mandarachala mountains (in
the Himalayan region), presented "Pipilaka"
gold collected by ants, to King Yudhisthira.
The unit of measurement (weight) of such
gold powder was Droha."

Obviously these gold powder particles must have
been fine in size, and might have been present in the
sands of the Sailoda river. It seems there was a variety
of ant which possessed expertise in collecting gold

powder present in Nature. Megasthenes has also re-
ferred to such a type of ant existing in India.

TECHNIQUES USED

FOR THE MANUFACTURE

OF GOLD POWDER

Caraka Samhia and Sus/rum Samhita have referred to
gold powder for medicinal applications (dealt with in a
later section) but no account of the method used for its
manufacture is mentioned. It is believed that gold was
rubbed onto a stone surface along with water, and the
paste thus obtained was used for medicinal purposes.
Such a practice is reported in the Sanskrit text
Vrahadrasarajasundara [18] written in 1894 A.D. The
Visnudharmottara Purana (111.40.25-28) mentions the
use of gold for making colour for painting. It is stated
that gold must be thinned into leaves. Although the
details for this process are not given - most probably
because of secrecy - it seems likely that these leaves were
ground mechanically to make powders. The texts from
a later period clearly mention the details of the tech-
niques used for making gold powder and these are
described below.

MECHANICAL

COMMINUTION METHOD

Manasollasa and Silparatna give the full details of the
technique used for making gold powder by mechanical
comminution. Mansasollasa (Vol. 2,1.3.171-174)` men-
tions the following method for preparing gold powder:

virahath saks -natunclagrairmrdugharsahyo-
gatah. suddharit suvaripmatyarthafri
paripesitain. kritva kansyamaye pane gala-
yettanmuhurmuhuh. li (ksi)ptvam toyam
tadalodya nihite(tam) tajjalam muhuh.
ydvachhirarajo yati tavatkurvit yatnathah.
ghanatv-anmasrpam hem na yati sah varirp.
asteatinirmalam hem balarkaruchirachhavi.
tatkalkam hemajam svalpam vajralepena
melayeta.
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Constituent
Au
Si02

Fe203

CaO
P 0

2 5

K20
NaCl
Sulphur Compound
Moisture

Weight °/o
96.76

1.14
0.14
0.55
0.78
0.16
0.08
0.15
0.25

Table I:
Chemical Analysis of a Typical Gold Bhasma

The meaning of the above is as follows. Small pieces
of pure gold, which are costly in price, should be slowly
ground on a stone slab with a pointed tip tool known
as a "tunda" together with virana grass (virana is a name
of the fragrant grass "Andropogon Muricatus"). The
mixture, thus produced, containing gold powder, is
put into a bronze vessel. Enough water is poured into
the vessel and the mixture is stirred frequently. The
smooth gold powder remains inside the vessel because
of its higher density. In this manner pure gold powder,
having a colour similar to the rising sun, is prepared.
The gold paste is mixed with a binder for further use as
a colour for painting.

Silparatna (46.124-128) mentioned another method
for making fine gold powder from gold leaves, as
follows:

atha svarnam pesnartham patrikrtya yatha
mrdu. tatpatram Salclikttya stiksmdt sinssma-
taram punah. kinchitsiktasammisTam s/uddha-
toyavimisrtam. pesayeta pesniSvabhre sugaks-
nadrsacta sudhih. jäte supiste tatpiste lcdch-
patre jalaih sah. alodyordhvagatam panka
sikat-am ca punah punah. santaya jätam
svarnasya pankamatyuj jvalam budhah.

The meaning of the above verses is as follows. Gold
is turned into thin leaves, probably by hammering and
is subsequently finely fragmented. These fine frag-
ments of gold were mixed with small quantities of sand
and water, and were ground in a mortar to convert the
gold into powder form. The mixture was transferred
into a vessel containing water, which was then thor-
oughly stirred. The water from the surface containing
sand particles was panned. This process was repeated
several times. In this way, gold powder free from sand
particles was prepared and was used as a colour for
painting after mixing with a suitable binder.

Muni Punyavijayaji [19] recorded the processes for
making gold and silver powder, once practised in India.
These were identical to that mentioned in Mansollasa
and Silparatna. Two different processes have been
described: one for the large-scale production and the

other for small-scale production. Gold leaves are put
into a hard stone mortar and levigated along with
"dhau" gum solution. When the leaves have been
turned into powder, sugared water is added and the
entire mixture is thoroughly stirred in a pot. When the
gold powder has settled down, the water is slowly
drained away. The decanting process is repeated several
times until no trace of "dhau" gum remains. After
drying, the powder is ready for use. A different process
has been described for producing gold powder in a
small quantity. The "dhau" gum is smeared onto the
surface of a glass dish and a gold leaf is placed on it. The
leaf is turned into powder by a quick motion of the
fingers over the surface of the dish. Thus the dish acted
as a mortar and the finger as a pestle, the subsequent
procedure being similar to that described above.

CHEMICAL METHODS

Chemical methods have been used to produce very fine
gold powder, i.e. dust. Frequently during its prepara-
tion, small amounts of other ingredients are also added.
Such very fine gold powder is known as gold "bhasma",
and has been widely used to treat various ailments in
Indian medicine. Mishra [20] has given a typical chemical
analysis of gold bhasma as shown in Table I. It may be
mentioned here that bhasma ofvarious other metals are
also used, and, in most cases, the bhasma is a very fine
powder of some compound of these metals, together
with some other ingredients.
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Rasaratnasamuccaya (5.15) has described a tech-
nique for making gold bhasma:

krtva kantakvedhyani svarnapatr-api lepayeta.
lung-ambubhasmas-utena mryate dasabhih
putah.

This text describes how thin leaves of gold, which
can be pierced by a thorn, are smeared with a paste
prepared from mercury bhasma (probably an oxide of
mercury) and lemon juice, and are heated in a crucible.
Fine gold bhasma is obtained after subjecting the leaves
to heating ten times. Rasendracudiamani has also re-
ferred to this technique. Rasaratnasamuccaya has de-
scribed two other variants of the same process, which,
in principle, are similar to the above.

A different process has been described in Rasendracu-
dam* (14.19-20) for making gold bhasma:

siaten pistikam krtvd svarrjam rudhvd
svalpanil-anj anopetarn dagdham svlpairva-
totpalaih. kumkumdbharri bhavedbhyasya
yojyam rasarasdyne.

Pieces of gold foil are mixed with mercury and the
mixture is left for two days. Then a very small amount
of Neelanjana (PbS) is added to it. The mixture is put
into a crucible and fired. The process is repeated several
times. In the end saffron coloured fine gold bhasma is
obtained.

Rasaratnasamuccaya (8.26-27) classifies various
types of bhasmas. Those bhasmas which float on the
water are called "varitar bhasma". Those bhasmas which
get entrapped in the fine grooves of the palm after
rubbing with the fingers and do not get dislodged even
after dusting, are called "rekhdpurcia bhasma". The
latter type is much finer than the former.

APPLICATIONS OF GOLD POWDER

One of the earliest applications of gold powder in
ancient India, as mentioned in the "Visnudharmottara

Purarja" (111.40.25-28) was in the manufacture of
colours for painting. This particular application of gold
powder continued with time, as suggested by the
references cited in ManasoNsa and Silparatna. The
powder was mixed with a binder solution to prepare it
for painting. After painting, the colours were allowed to
dry and then rubbed with a boar-tusk repeatedly until
the lustre of gold was obtained.

Fine gold powder, typically known as gold bhasma,
was widely used for medicinal purposes in ancient
India. This, in combination with other ingredients,
was also used in making new medicinal preparations. It
is mentioned in Caraka Sarphita (Ch. 23.239-240) that
poison has no effect on people who take gold powder
regularly:

Suddhe hrdi tatah sanam hemacurnsya cla-
payeta. hema sarvavisanyagu gardrigca vini-
yachhati. na sajjata hemapange visam padma-
dalembuvat.

Susruta (garira, 10.72-74) formulated four compo-
sitions of tonics for children, each of which contained
gold powder as an important ingredient.

sauvarnam sukrtam curnam kustham madhu
ghrtam vaca. matsydkskah s'amkhapuspi
madhu sarpih sakancanam. arcapuspi madhu
ghrtam curnitam kanakam vaca. hemacurnani
kaidaryah Sveta durva ghrtam madhu. catva-
robhihitah pra.Sah slakardhesu catursvapi.
kumarandm vapurmedhabalabuddhivi-
vardhand.

For example, one tonic was made up of gold
powder, kushtha, honey, clarified butter and vaca.
Each of these tonics was used for improving the physi-
cal strength and the "brain power" of children.

Sanskrit texts on Indian medicine have described a
large number of medicinal preparations, in which gold
bhasma is an important ingredient. For example,
Rasaratnasamuccaya (14.14-17, 15.50-61, 17.90-99)
and 17.124-128) describes many such preparations,
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e.g. Rajamfgankarasa, Kanakasundarirasa, and
Basantakusuniakararasa, which were used for treating
a wide variety of ailments, such as tuberculosis, severe
body pain, indigestion, weakness, jaundice, high fever,
respiratory troubles, etc. Rasendracudämani (14.15),
states that people who take gold bhasma regularly for
ten years remain healthy for the rest of their lives and
do not suffer from any disease.

daSkdasevitam svarnam svechhaharaviha-
rinaen. na kas'cidvddhate vyadhiryavadayurn
sariigayah.

Rasaprak-dsasudh-akara (4.20) indicates that the be-
ginning of the aging process in human beings is delayed
if they take gold bhasma along with honey:

etatsvrnabhavam karoti ca rajah saundarya-
saukhye sada. rogän daivakrtannihanti sakalan
satyam trdosodbhav-an. yati seveta narah
saman dvidaSakan vrcititisca no jayate. dosa
naiva garodbhava viskrta agantujakaiva hi.

SUMMARY & CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is possible to deduce the chronological development
of the technology of gold powder in ancient India on
the basis of the literary evidence reported in this article.
It must be emphasised that the reference to any product
or process in the earliest possible text illustrates the fact
that this particular product or process was certainly in
use by the time the text was composed. Evidently,
however, this product or process might have been in
use even earlier than the date of the text. Therefore, the
chronological development of a product or process
deduced from literary evidence must be viewed in the
light of the above.

From this account of the evidence derived from
ancient Sanskrit texts, it is apparent that gold powder
in India has a long history. The first literary reference
to gold powder dates back to as early as the fifth or sixth
century B.C. This was a naturally occurring powder
collected by ants. This form of gold was considered to

be a novelty. The references available in "Sugruta
Sarphit-a" suggest that by the second century B.C., or
even earlier, gold powder was in use for medicinal
applications in India. Most probably the method used
for making such gold powder consisted of rubbing gold
pieces on a hard stone, together with water. An impor-
tant turning point in the history of gold powder in
India occurred in about the fourth century A.D. when

it was produced from thin gold leaves for use in making
colours for painting. Another important landmark in
the production of gold powder dates from about the
ninth century A.D. and was associated with the develop-
ment of a new branch of Indian medicine known as
"Rasa Sastra" in which fine gold powder, typically
known as gold bhasma, was produced by the amalgam-
ation technique. The Sanskrit texts on Rasa Sästra of

this period, and also of the subsequent period, are full
of the details of the various variants of this technique
for making gold bhasma, which was, and still is, used in
medicinal applications.

All of the above techniques continued to develop
further with time. The Sanskrit texts of the twelfth and
sixteenth centuries A.D. have well-documented details
of the different variants of the mechanical communition
technique for making gold powder from thin gold
leaves or small gold pieces, to be used as colorants for
painting. An interesting aspect was that there were
separate techniques for the large scale and small, scale
production of such gold powder.

Thus it can be seen that in ancient India gold
powder flourished throughout the ages. The two im-
portant areas of its application were in medicine and
making colours for painting. The methods used for
each application were basically different, and sustained
efforts were made to constantly develop and refine the
techniques. The use of gold powder as a colorant in
painting in other parts of the world in ancient times has
been reported [21], but the application of fine gold
powder in medicine developed in ancient India was
unique in the contemporary world. 	 ❑
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